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An advertisement online encourages viewers to click in order to sell their
luxury watch. Top dollar is promised for pre-owned high-end watches, part of
a major push by companies to buy rather than sell timepieces. It not only feels
like the “cash for gold” craze of several years ago but in a way it is also an
extension of it. Clever marketers discovered that in many instances, there was
more money in advertising to buy people’s unwanted precious metal and
stones rather than looking for a market to profit from them. Today, the same
thing is happening with luxury Swiss watches. However, timepieces, unlike
jewelry, require a much more sophisticated process.
It has been well over a decade since companies such as eBay and Craigslist
have been helping people profit from unwanted personal possessions. While it
is far easier to find buyers for your unwanted goods these days, it can still be
tricky to sell luxury goods where the trick is in finding buyers who understand
what the items are worth.

Before there was eBay, there were the original brick and mortar auction
houses. Today, companies such as Christie’s, Sotheby’s, and Antiquorum still
dominate when it comes to getting top dollar for the world’s most valuable
timepieces. While individuals with rare watches valued at well over $100,000
can still benefit by consigning their watch with a major auction house, the
story is different when it comes to most of the luxury watches people own
valued from about $5,000 and up. Why? Well, it really has to do with the fees
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involved, the success of selling, and the sheer value of convenience. Auction
houses don’t always hold up well when these factors are measured, meaning
that alternative business have sprouted up, designed not only to sell
pre-owned watches, but also to acquire them directly from the consumer.

The Watch Purchase Life Cycle
“We want people to go into authorized dealers and buy new watches,” says OJ
Whatley, the founder of Florida-based WatchUWatch.com that sells
pre-owned watches to customers all over the world. Whatley started selling
watches online well over a decade ago and is among the veterans of online
high-end watch sales. Shrewdly-spoken and sounding like a Wall Street equity
trader, Whatley is not at all a rarity among the most successful people
involved in the buying and selling of luxury watches. Whatley, like his
colleagues, is interested in people buying new watches because they have the
potential to later become the best type of pre-owned watches. “I want them to
come with the original box, or at least the papers. It is all about this
provenance that helps us prove to our customers that what they are buying is
reputable.”
Luxury watches are among those rare items which can have an extended life
cycle beyond being purchased new and then disposed of. These are products
with values of at least $1,000 at the time they are being resold–and many can
have values much higher. In fact, the high nature of new luxury watch
purchase prices makes them a desirable pre-owned item, as buyers regularly
look for the best deals. In many ways, the pre-owned watch market is similar
to that of the automobile market. Desirable watches in good condition can
have several lives after their first owner.
The purchase of new watches is vital to the maintenance of a healthy
pre-owned watch market. Retailers such as Govberg Jewelers in Philadelphia
actually deal in both new and pre-owned watches. Owner Danny Govberg is
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quick to comment that people can tire or get bored of watches in their
collection. Many of his customers own several timepieces, and when it comes
time to purchasing something new, they often look to see what they haven’t
worn in a while as a trade-in piece to help them with a new purchase. For
retailers such as Govberg, developing close relationships with their customers
helps them benefit from the natural life cycle of a luxury watch that often
includes both new purchases and re-purchases.

Buying Versus Selling Watches
Hamilton Powell, the founder of Atlanta-based Crown & Caliber, likes to use
the term “recommerce” to describe the act of purchasing watches from
consumers versus selling them. At the time of writing Crown & Caliber is
about two years old and began with the business model of buying versus
selling watches. While Crown & Caliber does offer timepieces for sale, the
entire presentation of their website, as well as the focus of their advertising, is
aimed at encouraging people to sell or consign their watches. “Sell, Consign,
Trade” is a typical trinity of offerings at businesses like Crown & Caliber
where the focus is watch acquisition versus sales. The name of the game for
Crown & Caliber is getting inventory.
It may seem odd to consumers that companies both new and old are focused
on buying things from them, versus strictly selling them something. It goes
without saying that each of the companies interested in buying watches have
means of monetizing their investments. Apparently, the market for
pre-owned watches is so healthy that many retailers are more interested in
getting products to sell versus selling.
Paul Altieri founded Bob’s Watches in Southern California as a website to buy
and sell pre-owned Rolex watches. He found that Rolex watches held their
value so well, there was money to be made in developing a market place to
both buy and sell them. Unlike many of his competitors, Bob’s Watches
openly publishes on their site not only the sale price of used Rolex watches,
but also also the buying price.
In preparing this article, five separate watch retail businesses were
interviewed in regard to their activities related to buying pre-owned watches
from consumers. Each of these businesses also engages in selling watches.
None of them professed any concern whatsoever in regard to to finding
customers, making sales, or moving product. WatchUWant’s OJ Whatley
explained that, with experience, one knows what watches sell, what price to
sell them at, and how to find customers. Bob’s Watches indicate that they
often have a waiting list for certain pre-owned Rolex models customers are
looking to acquire, so the challenge for them is getting incoming pieces to ship
out. The message from everyone is that getting watches to sell is more difficult
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than finding people to buy them.

The Fight For Inventory
The biggest challenge facing many of the best online retailers of pre-owned or
vintage watches is inventory. Pre-owned retailers aren’t authorized dealers
and don’t have official relationships with the brands they often offer.
Sometimes their relationships with brands is hostile, and most of these
companies make a point to announce that they aren’t affiliated with the major
brands. Getting watches to sell is an art rather than a science. Crown &
Caliber suggests that over 75% of the watches they sell are purchased directly
from consumers who own them. The rest might come from estate sales, retail
store closeouts, or from other dealers.
Companies that buy watches prefer to acquire them directly from consumers
because there aren’t middlemen, but it also means the competition can be
tough. Even though luxury watches come with high prices, margins can be
slim, so it makes sense for companies like Bob’s Watches to offer the
transparency of showing their buying and selling prices. Crown & Caliber has
a different approach where they also offer to make the experience completely
transparent to the consumer. Their current model is interesting, and is
designed to reward consumers willing to wait. Consumers can opt for an
immediate cash payment for their watch based on what Crown & Caliber
believes they can sell the piece for, or the consumer can wait and consign the
watch to Crown & Caliber who will then sell the piece for the maximum value
and give the money to the consumer minus a roughly 20% fee.
Govberg is among the larger and more established operations that purchases
watches from consumers. What makes Govberg unique and ideally suited to
the task of acquiring inventory is that they are authorized retailers of new
watches, have an in-house watch repair service, and also sell pre-owned
watches. This means that Govberg has the ability to offer the most value to
consumers in many situations. Goveberg asks the question “why are people
coming to us to sell their watches? Is it for cash? No, most of the time they are
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selling unwanted watches to buy new ones. So we are there to offer them a
trade or the best value possible to help them get that next watch.”
Consumers aren’t always looking to trade in or trade up to a newer watch.
Many are strictly interested in the cash value of their watches. Crown &
Caliber admits that customers looking for the best prices call all the time to
see what types of prices they can get. Powell adds that sometimes consumers
will get a better price here or there if they shop around, but what they are
really looking for is a trustworthy experience that they can return to. Bob’s
Watches points out that high-end watch consumers tend to be rather
sophisticated to begin with, and the internet only makes them more well
informed. They continue remarking that a few years ago it was possible buy
watches for less and sell them for a bit more, but the competition online has
eroded margins.
James Lamdin operates a boutique online retailer called Analog Shift
dedicated to the sale of vintage sport watches. Analog Shift purchases
inventory from dealers and also offers consignment, but is the most happy
when buying watches from consumers and then reselling them to their
customers. Lamdin reiterates that the acquisition of good inventory is an
ongoing issue, which is further enhanced by consumers becoming
increasingly knowledgeable in regard to the value of some vintage timepieces,
though he sees hope in an expanding market. Lamdin offers that even though
dedicated watch collectors are demanding more for their quality vintage
watches, the market for buyers of vintage and pre-owned watches is rapidly
growing. He feels that the overall increase in awareness of the vintage and
pre-owned watch market will increase demand, as well as the available
inventory as more people are likely to want to sell their unwanted timepieces.

A Game Of Trust
Even with today’s technology the purchase of a high-end watch online can still
be a tricky scenario. The problem lies mostly with the transaction itself, which
when done remotely can turn into a game of trust. Say a dealer offers a
consumer $5,000 for a pre-owned Rolex watch. Great, they have a deal. So
who acts first? The fear of course is fraud, and it is all too common. The
retailer fears that if they send the money first, the consumer won’t send a
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watch in return. The same issue works with the game of watches. If a retailer
sends a watch before getting paid, they may never get paid. On the other
hand, a consumer is often asked to send their watch before any payment is
made. Part of this is due to the fact that retailers must validate the condition
and working order of the watch.
So what typically transpires is that customers send their watches first to the
purchasing retailers. The timepiece is then checked out, and either the watch
is sent back or the payment is tendered. Even on the sales side, customers are
often asked to wire money to retailers before products are shipped out. Wiring
money is more permanent than a credit card sale (for example), but often
times retailers and consumers prefer this method. That’s because when a
retailer receives payment via a bank wire transfer, they don’t have to fear
credit card chargebacks. Consumers benefit because retailers will often
reward them with price discounts for tendering payment via wire. In any
event, the two parties must convey a sense of trustworthiness.
Bob’s Watches feels that even though things are getting better, consumers still
fear sending valuable things in the mail. Retailers engaged in buying or selling
watches must convince consumers of their reputable nature and integrity.
WatchUWant prides itself on what it feels is stellar customer service that
encourages word-of-mouth recommendation and repeat business. The
founder explains that a single poor customer service experience can ruin your
reputation, and it makes sense to do everything to ensure the highest rate of
satisfaction. Nevertheless, he admits that when it comes to new customers, all
a company can do is share positive ratings, and try to make the process as
transparent as possible. He, for example, will not only pay for a watch to
shipped to WatchUWant by a customer, but also the return shipping if that
ends up being necessary.
Govberg feels that, for his business, consumers uneasy with the process need
look no further than the fact they are both an authorized retailer as well as a
pre-owned watch dealer. When Govberg buys a watch they freely share the
large volume of their monthly transactions and reputation they have built up
over the years.

Only The Best Brands Matter
Consumers interested in selling their watches may not always have much luck
if they don’t have the right products. Crown & Caliber explains that they are
only interested in luxury Swiss watches, and that there isn’t much of a market
for anything else. The price floor for them is about $1,000. Under that, and it
simply isn’t worth their time. Even then, the most successful watches are
those from the major brands with big marketable names. “Pretty much TAG
Heuer and up is what we are looking for” remarks Powell. Once in a while
they will agree to purchase a lesser known luxury watch brand, but when it
comes down to it, the major names are what people are looking to purchase
pre-owned.
Lamdin at Analog Shift enjoys the challenge of selling lesser known brands a
models, but admits that most buyers are looking for a few key brands and
models. He adds that if he wanted things to be really easy he would focus
entirely on buying and selling Omega Speedmasters and Rolex Submariners.
Having said that, consumers should be realistic about what their pre-owned
watches are worth. The increasing publicity of major watch auctions that can
fetch millions of dollars have perhaps created an inflated sense of value,
especially for sentimental watch owners.
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When Crown & Caliber first started their focus was not on serving collectors,
but rather the general public. Powell assembled a massive database with
historical data on watch sales from a range of sources. One goal of the
database was to share with customers what their timepieces might actually be
sell for. Most retailers agree that the times when consumers really had no idea
what their timepieces might be worth have passed. Whatley from
WatchUWatch explains that your typical pawn shop or jeweler might not
know how to properly value a watch and in most instances certainly won’t pay
top dollar. Watch specialists are often required to understand the nature, and
thus potential price of most timepieces.

To Sell Your Watch Direct Or With A Service?
When it comes to selling an old car, the age-old question is whether an owner
wants to deal with the hassle of finding a customer or is happy to get a bit less
and sell the car to a dealer. The same dilemma applies to the sale of a
pre-owned watch. Consumers have a range of tools available to them to sell
watches directly to other consumers online using tools such as eBay. In fact,
retailers such as Crown & Caliber, WatchUWatch, Govberg, and others use
eBay, other online watch retail sites such as Chrono24, or sales forums to sell
their stock of pre-owned watches.
If retailers are using tools to sell watches that are easily available to
consumers, why then would people sell their watches to a dealer who would
also need to profit on the transaction? Retailers looking to buy watches first
and foremost rely on the convenience available to customers who simply want
to sell their timepieces and be done with it. Retailers are also in the business
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of sales so trades and trade-ins are also available when working with a dealer.
Something consumers also need to consider is that other consumers are often
more willing to trust dealers with established reputation versus other
consumers.
“Powell of Crown & Caliber extols the benefits of making each of their
pre-owned watches look fantastic. ”We clean and have a watchmaker service
or repair each watch on our own dime.” Their competitors offer similar
services that help their pre-owned watches look their best. WatchUWatch
goes on to explain how presentation when selling a pre-owned watch is very
important. Their site not only uses original photography but includes details
such as when the watch was originally purchased by the original owner, as
well images of the accompanying box and papers. Watches purchased through
Govberg can even come with a Govberg warranty. The result is that
consumers are often willing to pay more for pre-owned watches that are being
sold by established dealers compared to what they would for watches
purchased from other consumers.
The increase in competition for pre-owned watch purchases generally benefits
the consumer. Not only can people expect a fair market value for their
unwanted pre-owned watches, but the process of selling them has never been
more simple or transparent. It is often felt by the established luxury industry
that pre-owned retailers exist on the fringe, selling to aspirational buyers only
who aren’t interested or able to purchase new. The reality is quite the
contrary, not only because the pre-owned industry is a natural and important
extension of the new watch buying experience, but also because it helps many
collector’s fund their new purchases. The evolution of the pre-owned watch
industry may also be instrumental in increasing the re-sale value of new
watches, which in turn assists the sale of new watches.
Consumers looking to sell their unwanted watches have lots of options, and
are generally encouraged to contact potential dealers if they harbor concerns.
What they should remember is that the people buying or selling high-end
luxury watches tend to expect exceptional customer service in all areas of life,
so the best of these businesses cannot be an exception.
Ariel Adams publishes the watch review site aBlogtoWatch.com
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